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A reader asks, with the questions numbered to match responses:
1.
I've always wondered what the effect on souls "collectively" entering heaven from a car or a
plane crash.
2.
Once the disaster unfolds do all souls go to the same place together? I assume those who are part
of this event can see each other in their "new" energy body and can communicate and/or help when
required.
3.

If so is this "communication" conducted through past human resources or telepathy?

Responds The Committee:
1.
"You ask about sudden, often violent, unexpected death and amounts. Could there be a difference
between two or three deaths in one event and many dozens or more from a single occurrence? Cars or
large passenger aircraft, as in your example?
We say, deaths are rarely unexpected from the place of your soul and the concept of expectation turns on
the notion and illusion of time and sequential events within. Many of you know these concepts well,
already.
From the place and effect upon the soul, there is no effect caused by the number of Earth physical bodies
which die. This consideration is human but also an illusion. Dead from attack, disease or sudden event all
equal the same result. Great energy is focused upon the manner and intent of physical body death by
humans, but these considerations are not applied in your home of Heaven.
Time does not constrain movement, placement or location. As a soul returns home, a great group of all
who might wish to greet their friend and companion come together and do.
Very rarely is there an event on Earth where many souls return simultaneously from one event where it
was not planned as part of the life agreement for at least the majority of them. When this happens rarely,
very rarely, the effect is one of great surprise, interest and examination into the events which led to the
ending of the many lives. This becomes the primary activity of all involved, above anything else they
might do. The ordering of Heavenly follow-up and review events is not important in the absence of time,
they can all be done in any sequence preferred, to equal effect.
2.
No, unless the surprise of the event brings out a desire of the many to come to gather for the
examination of the occurrence. There is no energy body as you understand a body to be, but yes all can
see and perceive one another more easily than can humans or animals. We ask that you consider the
canine sense of smell, the sight of an eagle or owl, the sensitivity to movement possessed by a flea and the

hearing of a shark. Multiply these by three or four and this begins to approximate the ability of the newly
arrived soul in the immediate surroundings in which the soul arrives. Unlike Earth, no extraneous or
undesired sound is present, what humans call noise. There is an automatic filter which removes the
surrounding smell and sight noise, and sounds are always welcome for none are made without specific
intent. Music is the best example.
Human noise results from interaction with the surrounding environment, and we say human noise for
animals and insects and many things which create sound waves are not perceived by them as noise.
Humans are the most given beings on Earth to choose some sounds as being unpleasant and unwanted and
labeling them bothersome.
Communication is immediate and entirely efficient, because it does not involve physical attributes,
characteristics or restraints. Nobody speaks too softly or quickly, or too loudly, or too slowly. Bad
pronunciation, bad grammar and bad words do not exist. The desire to communicate is immediately
accomplished and received. No soul becomes pedantic, boring, curt, circumspect, short or talkative to the
dislike of listeners. The message is transmitted clearly in all cases. There is no effort required to become a
good listener, a human fallacy which masks the unspoken need for a punitive hierarchy which supports
the sensitivity of the superior to prevail over subordinates in conversation, to assuage a sense of fairness
and opportunity for all to be heard because some believe they are not.
All are heard always. The absence of time ensures this applies.
3.
We enjoy this description of "passed human resources" for they are that, passed and past. Because
of this description, they attach and belong to a timeline sequence and do not apply in the home of Heaven
to which your souls travel. There can be human-like links and matrices of communication, which on Earth
for physical beings mimic what already occurs in Heaven, much as these networks and links might seem
to be Earth born.
Not asked yet, but of interest we believe, is the effect of a meeting with the souls of a mass death
perpetrated with intent by one or several humans. Terrorism is the name it is commonly given, or mass
killing.
These are frequent and well attended. Nearly all souls returning to Heaven through this manner come to
greet and meet all other souls, perpetrators, victims and all actors, even the many still alive represented in
proxy as they dream. We say proxy because their souls are as much present and participating as any other,
but for the requirement to return to a human timeframe, clock and schedule.
These meetings are a mass review, and often precede or immediately follow the individual life review of
any one soul involved. A soul might choose to complete a life review before this mass gathering in
anticipation of it occurring, or postpone the individual life review until afterwards.
The events leading to deaths, the occurrence, the winding down and the experience of each soul arriving
in Heaven and watching former bodies left aside, are often done by each soul for each soul. The
perpetrator actors step into and feel the effects upon all others the targets for death. Much communication
occurs, and often the replay of the event is paused to allow for questions, answers and comments
exchanged. As each soul takes its turn with this re-experiencing, all watch and listen. There is no blame,
hurt, want, retribution, revenge, restitution or regret. There is a growth in the understanding of the soul
that can only occur from this event coupled with the review of it, carried out in this way.
Communication occurs through sight principally; very few thoughts are offered, received or exchanged
because they often add little to this group review experience.
Hope we have, that you have enjoyed these descriptions. Be well and return when you might."

